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1 Introduction 

We already proposed the orthonormal wavelet bases with an arbitrary real 
dilation[3, 7, 8] and the orthonormal bases of wavelets with customizable fre
quency bands[4, 5, 6, 9]. In this paper, we propose a new type of orthonormal 
bases of wavelets with an arbitrary real dilation. These bases have a unique 
characteristic that all the centers of the number O wavelets 'l/Jj,o(t) of all the 
levels j E Z are at the origin. 

In this paper, we propose two types of these orthonormal bases of wavelets 
as Type A and Type B, and using the Type A and Type B, we construct 
a Hilbert transform pair of orthonormal bases. This Hilbert transform pair 
of orthonormal bases constructs a wavelet frame having the following two 
characteristics: 1) this frame achieves the perfect translation invariance[2, 
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]; 2) for any dilation, this frame is unified to only 
two types of wavelet shapes, that is, the Hilbert transform pair of symmetric 
and anti symmetric wavelet shapes (in general, an orthonormal wavelet basis 
with an irrational dilation is constructed from infinite number of wavelet 
shapes[3, 7, 8]). 

In this paper, because of space limitations, all the proofs of lemmas and 
theorems are omitted, however, we introduce all the calculation methods of 
the transforms and inverse transforms of the above bases. 
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2 Preliminaries 

IR denotes the set of real numbers, and Z denotes the set of integers, and N 
denotes the set of natural numbers. L1 (IR) denotes the space of integrable 
functions, and L2 (IR) denotes the space of square integrable functions. We 
use the following notation for the inner product of f(t), g(t) E L2 (IR): 

(J, g) = 1: f(t) g(t) dt. 

Note that g(t) is the complex conjugate of g(t). The Fourier transform }(w) 
of f(t) E L1 (IR) is defined by 

:F(f)(w) = }(w) = 1: f(t) e-iwt dt. 

The inverse Fourier transform f(t) of }(w) E L1 (IR) is defined by 

F-1 (})(t) = J(t) = _!__ 100 }(w) eiwt dw. 
21r -oo 

The Kronecker delta bk,l is defined by 

{ 1 k = l, 
bk,l = 0 ', k =J l, 

k,l E Z. 

3 The orthonormal basis of wavelet Type A 

The orthonormal basis of wavelet Type A with an arbitrary real dilation 
a > 1 is constructed based on the following scaling function cpa ( t): 

where 

21r 
1, lwl <--, 

-a+l 

( 1r ((a+ l)lwl - 21r)) cos -I.I ----- ' 
2 21r(a - 1) 

21r 21ra 
--<lwl<--
a+1 a+l' 

0, otherwise, 

X :S 0, 
{ 

0, 
v(x) = x4 (35 - 84x + 70x2 - 20x3), 

1, 
0 < X < 1, 
X > 1. 

(1) 

(2) 
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With the dilation a > l, the wavelets { 1Pfn(t) : n E Z} and the scaling 
functions { ef>f n ( t) : n E Z} of the level j E Z are defined by 

where 

j =2m, 

j = 2m + 1, 

j =2m, 

j = 2m+ 1, 

w < o, 
w 2 0, 

w < 0, 

w 2::0, 

m E Z, (3) 

mEZ, (4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(8) 

The wavelet set { 1Pfn(t) : j, n E Z} obtained from (3) constructs an orthonor
mal basis, and with j 1 , j 2 , n 1 , n2 E Z, the following equations hold: 

The following equations hold for f (t) E L2(ffi.) : 

(9) 
j,nEZ 

nEZ nEZ nEZ 

j E Z. 
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3.1 The calculation method of Type A 

For the transform and the inverse transform, we need the following infinite 
sequences {gf n,k : j, n, k E Z} and { h1, n,k : j, n, k E Z} : 

A l 111" GA ( ) i kw d 9j,n,k = 27f -1r j,n W e W, 

hA l 11rHA ( ) ikwd jnk=- jnW e W, 
' ' 21r -1[ ' 

where 

These sequences satisfy the following equations: 

1Pf-1,n(t) = L9fn,kc/>1,k(t), j, n E Z, 
kEZ 

cf>f-1,n(t) = L hfn,kcpfk(t), j, n E Z. 
kEZ 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

It is impossible to calculate all the infinite number j, n E Z of the infinite 
sequences {gfn,k : k E Z} and {h1,n,k : k E Z}, however, it is possible to 
design a fast calculation method to obtain these sequences. From (1)-(8) 
and (10)-(12), {gfn,k : j, n, k E Z} can be calculated by 

A 
9j,n,k = 

where 

(-lt+kga (k- _a_n), j = 2m, 
a-l 

(-lt+kga (k + ~ - _a_n), j = 2m + 1, 
2 a-1 

jCL lwl < 1r(a-l) 
V~' - a+l ' 

mEZ, 

ga(w) = ~ cos ('!!__v ((a+ l)lwl -1r(a -1))) V ~ 2 21r(l - a-1) ' 

1r(a-l) I I 1r(a+l-2a-1 ) --- < w < ------, 
a+l a+l 

0 , otherwise. 

(13) 
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From (13), ga(t) is symmetric with respect to t = 0 and decay rapidly. 
Therefore, with an appropriate integer constant S > 0 ( the recommended 
value S = l40/(a - l)J), we calculate the function value ga(t) within -S::; 
t::; S, and in any other area, we approximately regard ga(t) = 0. Based on 
this policy, as a preliminary calculation, we first calculate the function values 
{9a(tn)} at small equally spaced points {tn = >-..n: -S::; >-..n::; S,n E Z} 
(note that, the constant >-.. > 0 is an equally spaced distance such that >-.. = 
1/256, 1/512 etc.). Next, by the linear interpolation using these function 
values, we can fast calculate the function value ga(t). For example, with 
the equally spaced distance >-.. = 1/512 and the preliminary calculation of 
{9a(tn)} at {tn = n/512 : -S ::; n/512 ::; S, n E Z}, ga(t) is obtained by 
the following linear interpolation: 

1. Any t, -S ::; t ::; S can be represented as 

t = t.e, + <5, (14) 

where 

£=l512xtJ, 
f t -

£ - 512' 
f 

r5=t--
512' 

1 
0 ::; r5 < 512. (15) 

Note that, lxJ (x E IR) is the largest integer lower than or equal to x. 

2. ga(t) can be calculated by the following interpolation: 

( sh- (5) ga(t.e,) + r5 ga(t.e,+1) 

1 
512 

-S ::; t ::; S, 

0, otherwise. 

(16) 

In the same manner as the above, from (1)-(8) and (10)-(12), {h1,n,k 
j, n, k E Z} can be calculated by 

mEZ, 
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where 

(17) 

</P(t) of (17) is obtained from (1), and in the same manner as ga(t), with 
appropriate integer constants S > 0 ( the recommended value S = l 40 / ( a -
1) J ) and ,\ = 1 / 512, we can fast calculate the function value Ha ( t). 

The transform is calculated by the following decomposition algorithm[l]: 

j,n E Z, 

j,n E Z. 

(18) 

(19) 

Note that, c1,n is the scaling coefficient of the scaling function </J1,n(t), and dfn 
is the wavelet coefficient of the wavelet 'l/Jtn(t). Next, the inverse transform 
is calculated by the following reconstruction algorithm[l]: 

cA = ~ hAk cA l k + ~ gAk d11 k, J·, n E Z. (20) J,n ,L-t J, ,n J- , ,L-t J, ,n J- , 

kE'lL kE'lL 

4 The orthonormal basis of wavelet Type B 

In the same manner as Type A, the orthonormal basis of wavelet Type B 
with an arbitrary real dilation a > 1 is constructed based on the scaling 
function cpa(t) of (1). With the dilation a> 1, the wavelets {'l/Jfn(t): n E Z} 
and the scaling functions { </Jf n ( t) : n E Z} of the level j E Z are defined by 

j =2m, 
mEZ, (21) 

j = 2m+ 1, 

j =2m, 

j = 2m+ 1, 
mEZ. (22) 

Note that, 'l/J;.;0 (t), 'l/J;.;1 (t) of (21) are obtained from (5), (6), and cpa(t) of (22) 
is obtained from (1). The wavelet set {'l/Jfn(t): j,n E Z} obtained from (21) 
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constructs an orthonormal basis, and with j 1 , j 2 , n 1 , n 2 E Z, the following 
equations hold: 

\ 1/Jfi,n1' 1/J~,nJ = <5j1,j26n1,n2, 

\ <Pfi.n1, <Pfi ,nJ = 6n1 ,n2, 

\ 1/Jfi.n1, <PtnJ = 0, )l 2: )2· 

The following equations hold for f (t) E L2 (IR) : 

(23) 
j,nEZ 

nEZ nEZ nEZ 

j E Z. 

4.1 The calculation method of Type B 

In the same manner as Type A, for the transform and the inverse transform, 
we need the following infinite sequences {gfn,k : j, n, k E Z} and {hfn,k : 
j,n, k E Z}: 

B 1 1-rr GB ( ) i kw d 9j,n,k = 27f --rr j,n W e W, 

hB 1 1-rr HB ( ) i kw d jnk=- jnW e W, 
' ' 21r -1[ ' 

where 

These sequences satisfy the following equations: 

kEZ 

<Pf-1,n(t) = L hfn,k<Pfk(t), j, n E Z. 
kEZ 
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In the same manner as Type A, {gfn,k: j, n, k E Z}, {hfn,k: j, n, k E Z} can 
be calculated by 

(-lt+kga (k+ ! - _a_n), j = 2m, 
2 a-1 

B 

9j,n,k = ( ) 
(-lt+kga k - _a_n ' 

a-1 

mEZ, (24) 

j = 2m+ 1 

1{a(k+~-an), 
hB k = J,n, 

j =2m, 

mEZ. (25) 

j = 2m + 1, 

Note that, ga(t) of (24) is obtained from (13), and 1ia(t) of (25) is obtained 
from (17), and additionally, in the same manner as (14)-(16), we can fast 
calculate these functions. 

The transform is calculated by the following decomposition algorithm[!]: 

dB l = ""' gB kcBk J- ,n ~ J,n, J, ' j,n E Z, (26) 
kEZ 

B ""'-hB B Cj-1,n = ~ j,n,kcj,k, j,n E Z. (27) 
kEZ 

Note that, cfn is the scaling coefficient of the scaling function c/Jfn(t), and dfn 
is the wavelet coefficient of the wavelet 'l/Jfn(t). Next, the inverse transform 
is calculated by the following reconstruction algorithm[l]: 

cB = ""'hBk cB l k + ""'gBk dB l k, y·, n E Z. (28) J,n ~ J, ,n J-, ~ J, ,n J-, 
kEZ kEZ 

5 The Hilbert transform pair of orthonormal 
bases 

With the dilation a > 1 and using the transform equation (9) of Type A 
and the transform equation (23) of Type B, we can construct the following 
transform equation: 
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It is well known that the following two functions 'lj;A ( t), 'lj;B ( t) construct a 
Hilbert transform pair: 

w < 0, 

w > 0. 

From the wavelet Type A '!j;/n(t) of (3), the wavelet Type B '!j;fn(t) of (21) 
and (5)-(8), with j, n E Z, '!j;/n(t) and '!j;fn(t) construct a Hilbert transform 
pair. Therefore, (29) is a transform equation of a Hilbert transform pair of 
orthonormal bases, and we can treat { '!j;/n(t), '!j;fn(t) : j, n E Z} as a wavelet 
frame. 

5.1 The calculation method of the Hilbert transform 
pair of orthonormal bases 

1. In this session, we introduce the calculation method of the Hilbert 
transform pair of orthonormal bases of ( 29). First, from the target 
digital signal {Jn: n E Z}, with the scaling functions c/>1,n(t) of (4) and 
cf>fn ( t) of (22), the scaling coefficients { c~n : n E Z} and { c~n : n E Z} 
of the level 0 are obtained by 

C~n = L Jkc/>~n(k), C~n = L fkc/>~n(k). 
kEZ kEZ 

With these scaling coefficients { et n : n E Z} and { cff n : n E Z}, we 
define the following function J ( t): ' ' 

J(t) = ~ {L C~nc/>~n(t) + L C~nc/>~n(t)}. (30) 
nEZ nEZ 

Then, we have 

Jn= J(n), nEZ. (31) 

That is, the function J ( t) defined by ( 30) interpolates the digital signal 
{Jn: n E Z}. 

2. Next, we introduce the transform from the level -1 to the level J 
(J < -1 is an integer constant). Using the decomposition algorithm of 
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Type A of (18), (19), the scaling coefficients { c~n : n E Z} are trans
formed from the level -1 to the level J, and using the decomposition 
algorithm of Type B of (26), (27), the scaling coefficients { c~n : n E Z} 
are transformed from the level -1 to the level J. Then, we have the 
following transform equation: 

f(t) = 1{ tLdfn'l/Jfn(t) + tLdfn'l/Jfn(t) 
j=J nEZ j=J nEZ 

+ L cJ,nc/>1,n(t) + L cJnc/>Jn(t) }· 
nEZ nEZ 

(32) 

3. Each wavelet pair 'l/Jfn(t), 'l/Jfn(t) (J :s; j :s; -1, j, n E Z) of (32) 
constructs a Hilbert transform pair, however, when the dilation a > l 
is an irrational number, each wavelet set of each level j is constructed 
from infinite number of different Hilbert transform pairs of different 
wavelet shapes. Therefore, we propose the following transform, which 
unifies these infinite number of pairs to only one pair, that is, only 
one Hilbert transform pair of the symmetric wavelet 'l/Jfn(t) and anti 
symmetric wavelet 'l/Jf,n ( t) ( J :s; j :s; -1, j, n E Z): 

1) When level j = 2m (m E Z), 

[d~nl = [ co~(0n) sin(0n)l 

dj,n - sm(0n) cos(0n) 
n E Z. 

n E Z. 

Note that, 0n is obtained from (8), and we have 

J :s; j :s; -1, j, n E Z, 

and the following transform equation holds: 

f(t) = 1{ tLdfn'l/Jfn(t) + tLd],n'l/Jf,n(t) 
j=J nEZ j=J nEZ 

+ LcJ,nc/>1,n(t) + LcJnc/>Jn(t) }· 
nEZ nEZ 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 
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The symmetric wavelet 'l/Jfn(t) and anti symmetric wavelet 'l/JJ,n(t) of 
(35) construct a Hilbert transform pair, and with the dilation a > l, 
these wavelets are defined by 

where 

w < 0, 

w ~ 0. 

Note that, Ja (w) of (38) is obtained from (1). 

j,n E Z, 

j,n E Z, 

(36) 

(37) 

(39) 

4. Next, we introduce the inverse transform. First, we need to trans
form the wavelet coefficients { dfn, dJ,n : J S j S -1, j, n E Z} to 
{ dfn, dfn : J S j S -1, j, n E Z}. This transform is the following 
inverse transform of (33), (34): 

1) When level j = 2m (m E Z), 

n E Z. (40) 

2) When level j = 2m + 1 (m E Z), 

[dfnl = [cos(0n) - sin(0n)l [d!n] ' 

df n sin( 0n) cos( 0n) d1,n 
n E Z. ( 41) 

Note that, 0n is obtained from (8). 

5. The reconstruction algorithms are done as follows: 

1) Using the reconstruction algorithm of Type A of (20), the scaling 
coefficients { c1,n : n E Z} and the wavelet coefficients { df n : J S j S 
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-1, j, n E Z} are transformed to the scaling coefficients { c~n : n E Z} 
of the level 0. 

2) Using the reconstruction algorithm of Type B of (28), the scaling 
coefficients { c~n : n E Z} and the wavelet coefficients { df n : J ~ j ~ 
-1, j, n E Z} are transformed to the scaling coefficients { c~n : n E Z} 
of the level 0. 

6. ( 30) holds for the scaling coefficients { et n : n E Z} and { c~ n : n E Z}. 
Therefore, from (30), (31), we can obtain the digital signal {!n : n E Z}. 

5.2 An example of the analysis 

In this session, we introduce an example of the analysis by the Hilbert trans
form pair of orthonormal bases with the following irrational dilation: 

1 
a= 212. (42) 

Figure 1 shows the Hilbert transform pair of the wavelets 1//!1 0(t), 'l/J~ 1 0(t) 
defined by (36)-(39) with (42). We analyze the following sample signal {Jn: 
0 ~ n < N, n E Z}, NE N : 

fn = sin ( 21m2 /(4N)), 0 ~ n < N. (43) 

When N = 1024, ( 43) is the sweep signal from DC to the frequency 1r in 
0 ~ n < 1024 as shown in Figure 2. 

0.4~~---------~--------~-~ 

0.2 

- 0.2 

- o.4'------'-_ -50 ________ ____.o _________ _.5_0 ___, 

t 
Figure 1: The Hilbert transform pair of the wavelets 'l/J!!-.1 0 (t), 'l/J~ 1 0 (t) with 
the dilation a = 2f2. ' ' 
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-1 \I 
0 500 1x103 

n 
Figure 2: The sample signal {Jn : 0 ~ n < 1024, n E Z}. 
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With the dilation of ( 42), using the Hilbert transform pair of orthonormal 
bases, we analyze the sample signal of ( 43) from level -1 to level -12. Ad
ditionally, we transform the obtained wavelet coefficients { df n, d;,n : -12 ::; 
j ::; -1, j, n E Z} to the complex wavelet coefficients { dj,n : -12 ::; j ::; 
-1, j, n E Z} by 

(44) 

Note that, from the complex wavelet coefficients of (44), we can obtain some 
important information of the signal (for example, the information related to 
the amplitude, phase and frequency etc.[15]). Figure 3 shows {ldj,nl : -12::; 
j::; -1, j,n E Z}. 

6 Conclusions 

1. We proposed a new orthonormal basis of wavelet Type A with arbitrary 
real dilation. 

2. We proposed another new orthonormal basis of wavelet Type B with 
arbitrary real dilation. 

3. Using the above Type A and Type B, we constructed a Hilbert trans
form pair of orthonormal bases. 

4. We introduced the calculation methods of the Type A, Type B and the 
Hilbert transform pair of orthonormal bases. 

5. We introduced an example of the analysis by the Hilbert transform pair 
of orthonormal bases. 
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